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ceForth
◼ceForth was eForth written in C.
◼ceForth_21 in Cygwin cpp needed 

a Forth dictionary meta-complied 
by F#.

◼ceForth_33 in Visual Studio 2017 
had a meta-compiler to build 
Forth dictionary in runtime.



ceforth_403
◼It was written by Chochain Lee as 

a C++ console application in 
Visual Studio 2019 Community.

◼It runs in a console window like 
an old-fashion Forth program 
with an ADM3 terminal.



wineforth_502
◼Chochain changed ceforth_403 to 

wineforth_502.
◼A simple Windows interface 

allowed text in an input box to be 
evaluated and output characters 
are sent to an output box.



esp32forth_84
◼Chochain ported wineforth_502 

to ESP32 and it became 
esp32forth_82.

◼ESP32 is now connected remotely 
via WiFi.

◼Improved speed and dictionary 
space in esp32forth_84.



Firmware Engineering
◼Forth Virtual Machine is coded in 

a single esp32forth_84.ino file.
◼Application Forth program is 

stored in ESP32 flash memory as 
a text file \data\load.txt.

◼On power up, ESP32 compiles 
load.txt to run an embedded 
application.



Forth Virtual Machine
◼A set of Forth words stored in a 

dictionary
◼An outer interpreter
◼An inner interpreter
◼A return stack
◼A parameter stack
◼A terminal



Forth Virtual Machine
◼Forth words are objects.
◼Primitive words, outer interpreter, 

and inner interpreter are all coded 
in C++.

◼Applications will be coded as 
colon words.

◼Code is very tight and looks like 
poetry.



esp32forth_84

◼ESP32 is no mainframe computer.
◼It is meant for embedded 

applications.
◼OOP can be shoe-horned into an 

ESP32 chip.
◼It has a very nice web page to 

control and program an ESP32 
remotely.



ESP32S Devkit
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Demo
◼ESP32S Devkit
◼Arduino IDE
◼WiFi connection
◼Motor drives
◼LEDs
◼Small speaker
◼ADC



Conclusion
◼ESP32S Devkit is by far the most 

powerful and the cheapest 
microcontroller kit.

◼Esp32forth_84 allows us to 
develop embedded or IoT 
applications very conveniently.

◼It is the best system for 
firmware engineering.



Thank You!


